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T H E S O I A N 

JUNE, 1958* P*0* Box 4075, 
CAEE TOWN. 

Editorial: DOTTING THE PEOPLE 

While the whole of the Western world is gripped in turmoil, we in South Africa 
live through a period of instability and unease accentuated by particular conditions 
in this country* S.O.Y.A.," itself* notwithstanding its birth in a movement firmly 
pledged to carry out &iprogramh&e to achieve the unity desired by every Non-European 
15 years ago and based on the growing consciousness by the people of their past 
mistakes, provides many and many an example of people who are overcome by doubts 
about the society in which we live and its future* 

Every Soyan, inspired by the ideology of the movement, entered it with pride 
at taking *his place in the vanguard of struggle* A few have today travelled so far 
a way from the convictions they held before, as to have rejected bit by bit the 
policies of the movement and to have fallen easy prey to every argument against the 
10~Pt. Programme. This is no new phenomenon* Neither is our movement uniqe in that 
respect* It is a pattern shown in every movement in history. But when, as we have 
here, a group of intellectuals cannot admit their position, they cover themselves in 
words to hide their retreat* These words are used very cleverly at first to attack 
the established movement and cloud its ideas and principles in doubt and conftxsion* 
Later they will be used to justify a new stand altogether* And so, in our organisation 
we see a group who, helped by encouragement from outside S-O.Y.A. and the A.A.C, 
drape themselves in a mantle of pseudo-progressive ideas and pose as a 1fnew leadership" 
with a "more progressive" approach to the 10~Pt*Prggramme* The facade is attractive 
enough to take in many and, being determined to take themselves seriously, this group 
have already succeeded in spreading confusion and disruption throughout the branches. 
This lias lasted for over a year and it is high time we took steps to answer their 
tactic. 

' The 10~Pt*Programme was bom out of the condition of oppression suffered by the 
Non-White people in this country* Anybody who recognises oppression knows that 
basically there are only two approaches to it, that of the oppressed people who are 
interested in a way out, and that of the Herre,nvolk whose interest is to maintain 
and and improve on their methods of oppressing the'people* Anybody who is politically 
conscious knows that the same holds true of the 10~Pt*Progr amine or any other set of 
ideas which arise as the result of oppressiom. It is an escape from the problem to 
suggest that there are a number of different ways of viewing oppression or our 
methods of struggle against it. Quislings, collaborators, Liberals, say as much. At 
Various times they have even been heard to agree with the aims of the Unity Movement, 
but never with its methods. For it is well - known that just as surely as a stake in 
Herrenvolkism dictates the methods of quislings and collaborators, so does our stake 
in a society free from Herrenvolkism shape for us methods of piM^&alv/MpiiesB&on 
#faidteiar6a£ujidamentally opposed to theirs* That the Unity Movement has never been 
swayed one iota from its accepted forms of struggle is proof of its consistency and 
principle. 

To take the arguments of our "more progressive" progressives: They begin with 
the formulation, fa minimum programme of demand.s', seize on thsr word 'minimum1 and 
try to replace it by Maximum1. This certainly sounds more progressive, if accepted 
superficially. But, they completely forget that 'minimum' here constitutes the 
minimum condition under which any section of the oppressed mtxa enter into unity of 
struggle with any other section on a lasting basis, and. that the demands in fact 
constitute the only valid demands which any section can make in the fight against 
colour oppression, namely, the total abolition of oil colour discrimination, beginning 
with the Act of Union. The term fminimum programme' has just as much an historical 
connotation as any other part of the Unity Movement, and was aimed against those 
sections who thought it was possible to unite on less than the demand for full 
democratic rights. In this context the term 'maximum programme' has no meaning. 

The failure to understand historical conditions inevitably leads to false 
hypotheses. The idea of the 'maximum programme1 is in fact that of the 'ultra-
progressives1 of former years, which has been resurrected from its dead past* It will 
lamely be defended today on the plea that historical conditions have changed because 
the demand for full rights has permeated the minds of the people in South Africa* Be 
t that/... *. • 



that as it may,~ the Non-European people ha#e not yet accepted the demand for full 
political rights as the goal of all their atruggles; in short, a change in the out
look of the people is only the first stage towards a change in society itself* 

The motive beliind the use of the term 'maximum programme1 is to draw the empha-
s is away from the fight against oppression and to place it on the fight against 
exploitation* Exploitation, it is argued, which is the. fundamental causae of the 
untold hardship and suffering of the people, is ignored by the Unity Movement when 
it draws the people into a struggle on the basis of a programme for full rights, and 
thus the Unity Movement turns a blind eye to the hardships of the people* This is 
the height of mechanical thinking* For how does it come about that the Non-White 
worker is exploited to such an extreme degree? It is precisely because of his lack 
of all rights* The N.E'.U.M. fs call to the people to wage a concerted fight against 
oppression is based on the recognition of this fact,that the supe3^@^lD±tM;iDno6f 
the Non-White people is made possible through the system of oppression on the grounds 
of colomr, obtaining in South Africa* Only when this system i§ ended will the Non-
Whites not only become free of all forms of discrimination, but cease to be exploited 
as a source of cheap labour. 

But consider: the fight against exploitation as such isone which concerns all 
workers, whether Non-White or White* It is a fight which is conducted primarily by 
the workers: against their exploiters; it chooses its own field of battle and its own 
forms of struggle* The gould-be chajgpions of the working class in the movement Y/ould 
in fact have the Unity M vement accommodate its programme to reconcile two different 
forms of struggle* This "is the height of dishonesty. For while they claim to 
accept the National laboratory Movement, they reject its national base resting on all 
the sections of the oppressed equally, and want to build in its stead a movement 
predominated over by the working class* The effect is to sow disunity among the people* 

They vrauld organise the Non-White worker in trade unions so that he may become 
aware that his chief enemy is exploitation* But ask any Non-White worker what is 
his chief problem and he will answer that he cannot earn a living wage because he is 
black, that he hasBn6 opportunity to eixter the skilled trades because he is black, 
that he no longer has even the right to choose among those unskilled and semi-skilled 
jobs left to Mm, or even to form a proper trade union in the first place, because 
he is black* 

They would not have the peasant demand the right to acquire land through buying 
a nd selling, for this would be a form of exploitation* But ask any peasant what is 
his keenest desire and he will answer that it is to own land and cattle* Ask him why 
he is bereft of these things and he mil answer that it is because, as a black man, 
he is oppressed by the rulers in power. 

They would not have the intellectuals wno are not 'workers' have positions of 
leadership in the movement, for they are not exploited, and would^ in fact, like to 
become exploiters* This might appear to be a very good idea to those teachers who 
would like to get out of their responsibilities, but ask any real progressive why he is 
in the movement and he will answer that he cannot accept the principle of inferiority 
and inequality, and that it is therefore his duty to take his place alongside the rest 
of the people in their struggle for liberation and to teach them how to attain their 
rights* Ask a ny dismissed tea.cher why he suffered this fate and he will reply that 
it was because he believed in upholding the principle of equality and inldefending the 
rights of the people. 

They would stop the process of bringing the organisations of the peasants, the 
workers, the students, etc., into the Unity Movement, and bring the people individually 
into an organisation under the domination of the 'worker-intellectual!. In S*0*Y#A, 
there are people who think that S.O.Y.A. is the ideal organisation for this purpose. 
In their minds S.O.Y.A. is already divorced from the A.A.C., if not from the Unity 
Movement itself, for one is quite likely to hear from their lips the equation of 
'worker-intellectual J with fAfrican worker-intellectualf, who , they hold, is the only 
one who really knows what he is talking about when it comes to hardship and suffering. 
Hence the Coloureds and the Indians must subordinate themselves to African leadership* 

Outside SoO.YaA there are Colouredists who believr? that their 'intellectual1 

organisations must become the home of all and everone, under the domination of the 
'Coloured worker-intellectual', who, they believe, is a member of the most advanced 
section among the people by virtue of the predominance of the Coloured worker in 
industry in the Western Cape* Hence, they sneer at 'Black Nationalists' ( i.e., those 
who support and build the struggles of the /ifrican poeption) and 'backward Indians'. 

This is/ 
( continued on page 12 ) ..*....,* 
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11 BEHIND TIE IRON BARS ff 

( Specially written for fThe Soyan1 by JMLSaliwa ). 

Chapter III. 

( The first two chapters of the personal story of Mr.Saliwafs deportation in 
1953, were published in the July and Nov, ,1956, issues of fThe Soyan1 < 
On Sept. 21st ,1955, Mr.Saliwa was served with an order of the Governor-
General to withdraw forthwith from his residence to the Pietersburg district, 
because r it had been made to appear to him that he was conducting or actively 
assisting in a campaign of antagonism and defiance towards administrative 
measures in the district of Glen Grey* f In November of the same year, Mr. 
Saliwa was arrested at his house without a warrant, and appeared in court 
on Dec. 4th, on a charge of defying the Governor-Generalfs order, which, 
however, was changed to an application for a court order enforcing the 
carrying out of the order for removal* Both the charge and the application 
were withdrawn, and thus, without trial, Mr.Saliwa was handcuffed and es
corted to Queenstown on the first stage of his journey to Pietersburg* The 
story continues • #«...•••'•«**.. ) 

The bus pulled up at the Location Bus Stop-in Queens town and my sister-in-law 
was not among the passengers who alighted there. She had got off at McKay!s Nek wh^re 
she lived and had promised to visit my wife and mother-in-law the following day to 
bring thern the news of my departure for they did not expect I would be sent away 
withput seeing them to take n$r personal effects* It was a cruel affair - I had 
practically nothing with me except the clothes I vfore and iqy overcoat which I took 
along on the day of ny arrest. 

My closest relatives and friends, Mr. and Mrs* H., lived just five minutes' walk 
from the lus Stop. So I asked my escorts to talce me to the H!s. to ask for a blanket 
and food for the journey* Mrs.H. was not at home at the time so her husband suggest
ed we should go to the station, in the meantime he would try to find his wife and 
they would see what to do. 

We were scarcely round the corner when we met Mrs.H. who got the shock of her 
life to see me in handcuffs. ,f But what is the matter?" she asked in tears. She 
recovered from her shock and her sorrow was turned into pride when she learned ii 
was not for crime but for the sake of freedom that I was in handcuffs, being sent 
away to Pietersburg. ,! OhJ I was thinking you were arrested for some serious crime 
and. shocked because I could not imagine you being involved in crime, but now I am 
only too proud that you are the first of us to suffer for our liberty. Go to Pieters
burg if they want you to go. And know this: it is not your shame nor ours, but 
theirs, that you carry those handcuffs round your wrists. You carry our pride -
the pride of the African people and of all freedom-loving people with you to Pieters
burg." 

She stretched out her hand which I gripped in both mine and turned away without 
saying any more. I walked away from the oorner of the street where we stood feeling 
new courage had entered my soul and no doubt her words had. a deep effect on the minds 
of the police escorts for both had a word of admiration for the manner and spirit in 
which she spoke to me, and interested themselves in learning our relationship and 
whether she was a member of our organisation. This I explained shortly by telling 
them Mrs.H. was born of the R# family in Kei Lands. The Kei River divides our home 
villages. We went together to school and there is a marriage relationship between 
us - one of her sisters was married to one of iqy brothers who passed this life in 
1944 - she is therefore my sister-in-law. I did not know what political organisation 
she belonged to. The two cpnstables then started a review of ny case and. continued 
discussing it until we got to the station where they were compelled to drop it because 
quite a number of my acquaintances were interested to know where I was going to and 
what I had done. 

Not long after we got to the station, Mr.H. arrived with a friend, bringing the 
rug and the provisions* He expressed regret that there was not much time to prepare 
well for me and the best they could do was to buy the foodstuffs from the local 
restaurants. 
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He remained at the station until the train arrived and saw me off to Pietersburg* 

We broke the journey at G-errniston to take the line to Pretoria, but there was a 
derailment ahead of us and the passengers had to be transported, by Road Motor 
vehicles to a station past the derailment* The S.A.R. buses carted the white passen
gers first and all the non-whites had of course to wait in the rain as what little 
shelter there was could not take in even half the number of passengers of a single coach* 

As we waited at the roadside a policeman came along on a motor-cycle. He v/as 
stopped by ny escorts who asked him. to convey us to the next station. So Constable G# 
got on the pillion seat, Constable S* sat in the side-car and I sat on his knees and 
off we went. We boarded the train at the next station and were packed like sheep 
in the coaches and we arrived in Pretoria a little after 5 p.m. that Saturday after
noon - the 5th December, 1955. We took the train to Pietersburg about 9 p.m. and 
had a good rest until the early hours of Sunday morning at Pietersburg station where 
we had to wait for daylight. Prom there we first went to the Police Station and 
you can imagine what took place there. 

The first question was put to iry escorts in Afrikaans and they gave their reply 
by producing a copy of the warrant of my arrest. Then a lot of questions about 
P*P<,R, fs and removal warrants and suggestions that I should be locked in the police 
cells or should be sent to gaol, followed. I realised that if I kept quiet I would 
be locked in until the following morning. I then explained to the officers that they 
had no authority to lock me up and that the local gaoler had no authority to take me 
into his prison and also that the local police had nothing to do with me as the terms 
of the order served on me and the warrant under which I was removed, directed that I 
should be taken to the Native Commissioner who would point out to me a place where to 
live during the period of my exile. I thought my escorts had come to the Police 
Office merely to report their arrival in Pietersburg in accordance with police 
regulations. 

After iry explanation the police officer spoke to the District Commandant by 
telephone £ asking him what he should do about me. The latter replied that they should 
lock me up in their cells until the following day. He was told: " He is a learned 
boyj I am afraid we cannot do that." So he suggested that the escorts should take me 
with them wheresoever they went and sleep where they sleep - I would not then run away. 

The African members of the force lent us bicycles and off we were to the location 
with those of them who were off duty and we spent a real merry day with my first 
contacts in the new land of wjp exile. The ba-Pedi took real pride in having a man 
who fights for freedom brought to live with them. They pledged themselves to give 
me all possible comfort and suggested that I should make no delay in arranging for my 
family to come up and join me to settle permanently with them. 

We slept in the police barracks with blankets borrowed from the police cells, 
infected with vermin, and it took me several days to get my clothes and blankets 
thoroughly disinfected at Molitzie, ny final destination. 

The following morning, 7th December,1955, I was again taken to the charge office 
before the high police officials and there questioned( whilst my escorts stood to 
stiff attention) about my activities and the immediate cause of apr deportation. I 
told the big worthy who questioned me that I was secretary pf the people rs meetings 
and we were dealing with matters solely affecting our administration within the 
meaning of the policy of apartheid. I was surprised at the drastic action takeh by 
the Government against me without even a fair trial, to enable me to clear nyself of 
any accusations or suspicions held against me. 

You will be shot, you will be shot, you will be shot if you start your non
sense here. This is the Transvaal and not the Cape. You better forget all your 
nonsense and stick to your job. The Government has not taken this step against you 
for nothing. Do you understand?" The officer said this with all seriousness and 
had his eyes fixed on me with a very serious expression. 

" I have done no nonsense. I s h o u l d h a v e b o e n a o o n s e d o f i t i f x aid# A n d h e r e 

I shall do no nonsense. But I expect the police to protect me if I am shot." I still 
wanted to say more but he shook his head and walked into the office. 

Just then another one came out with a stupid expression on his countenance. ,r Wat 
het jy gedoen?" I replied: tf Sir, I have just explained it now to the other ft 

He did not/,.. 
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He did not allow me to finish, he got wild and said in English: " You say fSir!» Oanft 
you speak Sesuto?" I replied: " You did not speak to me in Sesuto and I am not a 
Mbsuto. I am a Xhosa but you spoke to me in Afrikaans which I do not undex^stand.n 

He turned round and went into the office with no further desire for having fun* We 
then went into the office and were spoken to by an officer more tolerable than the 
first two. He went through the papers left by ny escorts the day before and I had 
again to give a short account of iry activities* He wanted to know why I did not remove 
myself in the first insta.nce .and whether I vfas prosecuted after ngr arrest ani with 
what result* I gave him uy reasons for not complying with the order in the first 
instance adding that I thought I would be prosecuted and thereby have a chance to dis
prove the allegations contained in the order which would be found invalid* This was 
the main reason why I was not prosecuted and the charge was withdrawn and I was sent 
here without trial* 

He read the order over again and said: !! If I were you, I would go back as soon 
as I can. There is nothing to keep you here except your undue loyalty*" I laughed 
and looked at the escorts* He added: " I am not advising you to do so* You know I 
can get into trouble for it. But I mean to say on the face of this order and the way 
ypur removal was carried out you should be successful if you are charged with defying 
the or&pr and it would automatically fall away.n 

He gave the papers back to jry escorts and tolfl them to take me to the Native 
Commissioner after which they could return home. We went to the Native Commissioner's 
• office and were met there by Mr.S., the Court interpreter* He is a Xhosa but had 
lived in the Transvaal since his early teens. Mr.S's office was soon crowded by mem* 
bBrs of the African staff and I was given a formal welcome to Pietersburg by Mr*X* 
who spoke on behalf of the staff: " Whilst we deeply sympathise with you and your 
family, none the less, with the masses of the African people who looked upon you to 
leaxL them in these difficult times we consider ourselves fortunate to have a man of 
your calibre amongst us* They have indeed, lost a father and a leader but we shall 
benefit from his experiences* 

Gentlemen, I have never seen nor known Mr.Saliwa before but, it is sufficient for 
me to know that he is from the Cape and I am proud indeed to have the privilege of 
welcoming M m here on your behalf* You shall mark the difference between him and 
the other men who were deported here from other centres and other known African leaders* 
Mr.Saliwa, you are welcome to Pietersburg* Make yourself at home amongst us* " 

I thanked Mr.X. for his comforting and encouraging words of welcome, feeling at 
ease to know that he was from Baziya in the Transkei, and asked to be taken to the 
Native Commissioner. Mr.S. obliged instantly and took us round to No. 6 where we 
found Mr.Tweedie, the Native Commissioner, quiet and unassuming, sitting on his desk 
doing some writing. Mr.S. showed us a seat just in front of Mr.Tweedie^ desk and we 
seated ourselves. 

II Who told you to sit down? Stand upJ ,! commanded Tweedie with an indication 
of his pen. Up we were on our feet, all three. I turned to look at iry escorts who 
were on nay left. They were stiff and motionless. Tweedie questioned me: 

' ,! Are you Saliwa?" - ,f Yes, Sir." 
•* " You were supposed, to report here last September?" - " Yes, Sir." 
- " And why didnft you?" - " I had the obligation to provide f or iry family before 

I could do so*" 
- " And did you provide for your family?" - " To a certain extent." 
He rang his bell and a constable answered. - " Call Mr.Schultz Here." The con

stable' went out and in a few minutes Mr^Schultz came in: 
- " Mr*Schultz, here is a man sent from the Cape by the Department* He must go 

to Molitzie* Can you arrange for him to be taken to Roodeput? " 
Mr.Schultz: " Sir, I do not know if there is o-ny transport going out that v/ay. 

I will see if there is any and if not I will see what I can do." He turned to me: 
" Where is your family? " " I left them at home in the Cape. " - " And your furniture?1 

" I have not brought anything with me. I was arrested in my house and kept in jail 
and from there I was brought here just as I ami " 

Mr.Tweedie: " Simelela, take them to your office. Meanwhile I am writing this 
letter. Get a Constable to escort him to Molitzie and bring them all here again in 
anothex" 16 - 15 minutes. " 

At Mr. Simelela fs office I obtained the postal address of my place of destination, 

wrote/ ..... 
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"wrote a few hurried letters, one to ny wife, one to ny brother, requesting them to 
write at once and let me know the results of the operation on my daughter, Honceba, 
and one to Mr* T sot si, ny attorney, telling him of the uncompleted journey and^ that 
I was already finding friends, and that it looked as if the whole affair was not 
going to be a very harsh one. 

Once again I was taken round to Mr.Tweediefs office and there Constable Isaas S* 
was charged with the duty of escorting me to Molitzie and my other escorts were 
relieved of their duty and told to return home. I gave them the letters and said 
good-bye to them* 

Constable S» took me to his home for lunch which was served with various kinds 
of drinks, all of which were new to my taste except brandy* .Amongst the new kinds 
I favoured the pineapple beer which is really delicious but which makes one delirious 
vexy quickly* 

We pi^oeeeded to Molitaie that same afternoon on a Trust lorry, and I was taken 
to the Trjast Farm, Roodeput, but the Trust officer was away at Sandfontein Police 
station where the breakers of the Trust laws axe tried and convicted for offences 
like collecting firewoood without permits, creeping through fences, failing to bring 
stock for culling and checking, ploughing contours, etc*, etc. We waited for him 
for about two hours and when he arrived he did not have much time. He said he would 
first have to see the Native Commissioner as he had. no definite instructions about 
me* In the meantime I had to live in the house of a Trust Ranger ( actually a police
man), William M*, who was told to look after me, give me food for which he would be 
fully repaid by the Government, and bring me to the farm every Wednesday morning$ and 
if I should run away, he should report at OVLQG and they would take the van and arrest 
me* 

So I was handed over to M* and Isaac S., bidding good-bye, said whenever I went 
to town I should call at his place* He would leave instructions with his wife that 
I should be served with all I needed, irrespective of whether he was at home or not* 
It is remarkable how sincere Mr.S* was in this as will be seen in later chapters, 
and how far he went in protecting me, even when it meant the loss of his job* 

( To be continued. ) 
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Tenets of Jaffeism: For the benefit of readers beyond the Penins ula, we quote these 
ideas from a theory never accepted by the Unity Movement adstany time but now finding 
•iggac^^ This trend within towards revision of the 10-Pt. 
Programme and the police of fho B.Z ,U*ll ^3 been callodL "Jaffeism"-

H*Jaffe,1945, from fA Politidal.iHistdr^vof ;,the Anti-CAD. f : 

t! «. o. • the Anti-CAD should be the small lever to set in motion a wider 
national organisation based not only on a federation of organisations (many of 
them on paper), but on individual membership from the masses of the oppressed, and 

a start be made in this direction by beginning in the Cape .*.....*this meant 
only a regional starting point for the organisation.. *. -and a regional division of 
the National organisation can hardly be considered as politically conservative and 
dangerous as a Unity Movement based, if the tops have their way, on a RACIAL 
division of the organisation (supposed to rest on the African All-African Conven
tion, the "Coloured" Anti-CAD and the "Indians"). " 

A.Mon ('The Colour Bar and the National Struggle for Pull Democratic Rights1, 
Workers1 Voice, Nov. 1944) : 

"However, contrary to the African, the Coloured people formed a community 
which in the course of 250 years of assimilation and absorption with the White 
community taking over their language and many customs, feel more strongly and are 
much more sensitive to the dwindling and loss of the little rights they ever 
possessed. Their reaction against it is much more concentrated, and takes the char
acter of a national and political movement. This movement is all the more .nature, 
especially when compared with that of the African, because the bulk of the Coloureds 
are permanently urbanised, and hereditary proletarians of the cities and towns in 
the Capej and because of the existence of a large Coloured intelligentsia which 
has sprung from the loins of the working class." 

(Progressive Colouredism? or rank reactiOporism? - Ed.) 
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THE PROBLEMS OF OUR MOVEMENT. 

The launching of the Sputniks into the heavens is a symbol of man's increasing 
mastery over nature and a promise of greater things to come as his scientific know
ledge advances*- It is a far cry from the ages of savagery, barbarism and feudalism 
when man was dominated by nature and not nature by him and. his social organisation 
was a reflection of this backwardness. Tet these stages were indispensable to man's 
progress and while they can be telescoped and shortened they cannot be skipped. What 
Sputnik has brought home so vividly to us is that in the midst of this great 
achievement, we in S.Africa are far behind and are kept artificially and forcibly 
backward in the scientific race because we happen to have the wrong colour in a 
colour-caste society dominated by the racial slogan "Blankes aileen.!ff 

If, at this precise moment in history, we were to project ourselves on this man-
made moon and. circle very slowly from Durban to Johannesburg, through the Transkei and 
round the Capo, it is the picture that we see, how the oppressed people make their 
living, .that should determine our understanding of the methods to be employed to 
liberate the people. T^ose who are in Jo-burg with its mines and its manifold projects 
who see hundreds and thousands of people going to work are likely to be over\7helmed 
by the sheer weight of industrial labour and jump to the conclusion that Jo-burg 
is South Africa; that it is the industrial unions that will per se, be the modus 
operandi for the attainment of freedom. If there are none, we. inust establish them and 
create them; and if we do not agree with this policy, we. are spurning the working 
class, the only class which has no petit bourgeois aims. 

This argument logically proceeds further, that the 10-pt programme is a bourgeois 
democratic programme with emphasis on the bourgeois; that those in the leadership 
are Mcrumahs and Nehrus; that pt.7 should be subverted, etc. And if this sickly 
intellectualisin, so dearly beloved in the word-spinning circles of Oxford and 
Cambridge,develops, the logical outcome is, that the 10-pt. programme should be 
scrapped, that S.Africa is not a colour-caste society, that we are not a colonially 
oppressed society and. that the conditions here arc akin to Europe. 

Now this is deductive reasoning and. idealistic in conception. An idea is created 
in our own minds and applied holus-bolus to any situation. If the body does not fit 
the Procrustean bed, then the legs and arms are ojnputated and made to fit and 
spurious arguments are invented- to justify this reactionary philosophy. To give 
an example of this type of reasoning: it is ponderously stated that migrant labour 
is neither peasant nor worker and forms a non-cla.ss. This wiseacre places the 
peasant outside of the society in which he lives, makes him a being without w<ants or 
aspirations and expects us to take this empty pomposity seriously. And why is the 
truth subverted in order to bolster up false premises? merely to prove that the 
peasants do not form a majority and that the agrarian problem is not the most important 
problem which the National movement has to face. 

Now a liberatory struggle based on trade unionism is not a new one. On the 
international field the greatest battles took place on the basis of whether or not 
the struggle for freed,om should be within the Trade Unions or outside them.. This 
struggle went on for decades and history has given the answer to this. Those who put 
all their political eggs into the trade union basket, submitted to Hitler, British 
imperialism, French imperialism and became the saviours of a system long in decay. 
Did Sir Stafford Cripps not at the most critical time, save India for British 
imperialism and are Bevan and Gaitskell not preparing themselves to save the African 
states from breaking away by the granting of petty concessions? Where are the French 
trade unions in this bitter struggle of the Algerian people for liberation? 

Indeed, let us not be taken in by the role of the trade unions,. They have been 
formed to increase the ba.rgaining power of the workers in their efforts to obtain 
higher wages,etc. As a political group, we cannot be involved into working on the 
level of economics. Our1 purpose is to get the workers out of these pure economics 
and bring home to them far wider issues, the problem of the peasantry, the problem of 
education, the problem of the students,etc. In fact, we can only pose the problems 
of our national oppression outside of the trade unions for our primary task is to 
waken ten million people out of their lethargy. We have to draw on all the sections 
of the oppressed, people to make our Movement a truly national ono^ In order to 
accomplish jshis task we have to work in every type of organisation w£ere the people 
are, in the parent-teachers' associations, in the peasant committees, in the trade 
unions,etc. It is only those who are concerned with seeing themselves ensconced in 
the trade unions' comfortable arm chairs with their fe»* on the table and off-handedly 

handing/......... 
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handing out passes to the workers who are using the trade union argument, not out of 
honesty but to hide their opportunism. The A.A.C- policy is clear and unambiguous* 
Our business is politics, the politics of liberation, not trade union politics, the 
politics of reformism which means merely the impijpvenent of the present state of 
affairs without challenging it. 

$ # $ # $ # * * * $ # # $ * * * * % # * * # • *• % # *• # * $ * # # # # # $ $ * # * # * • * * # * * * # # * * * * * # # * * 

* O B I T U A R Y * 
.j. — — — « 

* Died, on Tuesday, November 19, 1957, the independence of 
* fThe Torch1. : ^ ~ * 

. 'FALSE NOTES ., 
"But a Black,man in this country is not allowed to voice his protest 

freely. A whole Black population exists in an atmosphere of permanent martial 
law.......A Black man in town is not permitted the security of a home of his own-... 
Is it that the Herrenrolk hate us and would like to destroy the Black population out 
pf spite?.......The oppressed throughout the world are throwing off the yolk of 
oppression. Our Black brothers,too,in other parts of Africa are struggling for their 
rights....../The question we must cask ourselves is: What are we Africans and the other 
Non-European oppressed doing about it? For they, too,have fared no better..... .If the 
liberals were our true friends, would they not ha»e seen to it that all the African 
organisations went back to where they belong.....?" Does this Ghana-wind blow from 
the African National Congress? Or the Youth League? Fantastically enough, it does not, 
It comes from a leaflet called "Let us Rally" and published in the name of the /ill-
African Convention. Assuming that the document is not a hoax and assuming that ii? 
was indeed pa ssed for publication by the Executive of the A.A.C*' the least that one 
ca n say is that it is the strangest (quite apart from being the poorest) that has 
come from the A.A.C. since it set out on the new road. There are some new and false 
notes here, not only foreign to the A.A.C. but alien to the whole basis and spirit of 
the N.E.U.M. These "Black Brother" ideas belong with' the Black Nationalists, the 
Ghanaians and the late Marcus Garvey - not in the Non-European Liberatory Movement. f 

(from fTorchlight1 by Rover) 

Is it the A.A.C. or Rover who is playing off-key? Worse than playing on false 
notes, is 'The Torch's1 calculated betrayal of the N.E.U.M* Without referring to the 
actual words of "Let us Rally" on wvory point to show how the above distortion has 
been achieved through quoting out of context, let us take up the kernel of the 
argument: wha t sort of philosophy is being propounded here? This is what "Let us 
Rally" says:-

fIs it that the herrenvolk hate us, and would like to destroy the Black popula
tion out of spite? No. They do not hate us. Neither would they like to destroy 
that which produces their wealth. It is their desire to keep us as mere instruments 
of toil and beasts of burden in their insatiable greed for wealth and more wealth, 
which we. must create in abundance for them. It is this that makes them pass inhuman 
laws against us. To achieve this, they devise barbarous laws to stunt the development 
of our minds, shut our mouths and blind our eyes. They would prevent us from seeing 
beyond the; walls of our concentration camp. For great things are happening outside. 
The oppressed throughout the world are throwing off the yoke of oppression. Our 
Black brothers, too, in other parte of Africa, are struggling for their rights. 
They want to be in Parliament themselves, where the laws are made. It is the natural 
right off*all men and women, except imbeciles3 to be in Parliament and have a say in 
the government of their country. It is because.we lack this most important right 
that it is possible for them to pass these inhuman laws against us „, •. „ There 
are many amongst us who pose as our friends, who say they are going to help us liberate 
ourselves. But what do they do? With us, they shout loudly in protest, But they do 
not allow us all to come together. They keep us divided. Indeed they do everything 
in their power to split our ranks. .If the liberals were our true friends, 
would they not have seen to it that all the African organisations went back to where 
they belong, to the All-African Convention, with its 10-Point Programme? - that body 
which was established to stoke the claim for full equality for all people in South 
Africa; that body which has refused to be hoodwinked and diverted from its clear path 
in the march for freedom; that body which gathers together all the African organisa
tions and unites them with the organisations of other oppressed Non-European people 
in the Non-European Unity Movement. ! 

* Our emphasis. - Ed. 
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Editorial note: Language* 

Some time ago an article in 'The Soyan* challenged the use of the term * tribal 
languages by political educationists* Not oply is this a gross example of the use 
of loose terms, a tendency which we should eonibat in all our thinking; it is also 
intended to pour scorn on the African languages which are regarded as 'primitivef 

and foutmodedf* -, 
By kind permission of Dr*A.C*Jordan we reprint below the first in a series of 

articles ^M&W$iftsfyiJ^pw&g&&±n the Journal of the Teachers* League of S*A., as a 
contribution to a discussion on the language policy of the liberatory movement* A 
great deal of the articles is concerned in taking up the assertions of a previous 
contributor, V.E.Kylate* 

Concerning our own immediate political interests, the spirit and approach of the 
NE.U.M. is summed up in the following quotation: "The nation consists of the people 
who were born in South Africa and who have no other country but South Africa as their 
mother-land, T, ey may have been born with a black skin or a brown onc9 a yellow one 
or a white one; they may be male or female; they may be young, middle-aged or of an 
advanced age; they may be short' or tall,fat or lean; they may be long-headed or round-
headed, straight-haired or curly-haired; they may have long noses or broad noses; they 
may speak Xhosa,Zulu,Sotho,English or Afrikaans,Hindu,Urdu or Swahili,Arabic or Jewish; 
They may be Christians,lPhajnmedans,Buddhists, or of any other faith* So long as they 
are born of a mother and belong to the human species, so long as they are not lunatics 
or incurable criminals, they all have an equal title to be citizens of South Africa, 
members of the nation,with the same rights,privileges and duties* In a nation it is 
not necessary that the people forming it should have a common language or a common 
culture,common customs and traditions*" (A Declaration to the People of S«A,) 

As far as linguistics go, already in 1912 the eminent French linguistJ»Ve:odryes> 
writing in reply to a German professor,F«N*Finck,who was helping to create the 
embryo of Fascist ideology in the sphere of linguistics, said: ffBut the fact that 
languages of quite different type have sufficed to express the varied needs of thoughts 
equally rich and exacting, shows that one must not seek the ideal of perfection in 
oxy special type of language* It may fee amusing to try to prove that the language of 
Homer,Plato and Archimedes is inferior or superior to that of Si'̂ Jcespearê NewtcAx̂ ojid 
Darwin. All of them have perfectly expressed what they wished to soy, although by 
different means. Their merit is equal, since each, in his own language, found 
adequate expression for his thought* In fact, no language has esrer failed the' man 
who has really had something to say." (Vendryes.* Language.) 

THE LANGUAGE QUESTION (i) 

A. 0. JORPM 

•.*..*...*. LANGUAGE 
V.E.Rylate does not take the trouble to make up his ami mind what he understands 

"ky language* He straight trway asserts that "many types of language changes can be 
found in the hi story of S*Africa* and, without giving the reader the faintest idea as 
to the nature of these changes, ho proceeds to enumerate their ,fcauses11 • It' then 
becomes evident that he has not made up his mind what he means by "language changes11 

either* 
Language is (l) a social product, (2) a method of communicating ideas, emotions 

and desires by means of sounds littered and heard- (5) These sounds are so Combined 
in systems evolved and conventionalised and recognised by common usage at a#y given 
period in the history of the human race witliin a given community that they are 
mutually intelligible to all normal members of sush a community* Now, if each 
individual, in a given community uttered and combined his own sounds as he chose,and/or 
interpreted the sounds uttered and combined by other individuals as he chose, that 
would not be language * It is therefore absurd to label as "conservatism" the fact 
that "a child learns from its parents who pass on what they learnt from their parents: 
and so on*" Such terms as "lagging behind" and "conservatism" just do not apply in 
this case* 

Linguistic study has come a long way since, the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
when philologists used to approach all linguistic problems with a bias, Greek or 
"jatin being the "ideal languages" from the point of view of structure and expression* 
h those days, any language that did not conform to the "ideal structure" of Greek and 
atin was "barbaric", and its speakers were "barbarians"* Some classical scholars 
ent so far as to assert that isolating languages like Chinese had "no grammar", 
ecause in them "the relation between*words in a sentence is determined by word order, 
nd not by change of form" (e*g* case-endings, verbal conjugation etc.) And,of course, 

every/. 
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every speech community who happened to have a relatively primitive culture spoke a 
"primitive language", and should any of its linguistic features puzzle the classical 
scholars, such features wero to be explained in terms of the "primitive mind" of the 
speech community concerned* It is this fatal approach that gives rise to the idea 
of "the inertia of a language" ~ given by Rylate as one of the "causes" of "conservatism1 

No language is inert; language is the creation of the human mind* To suggest that 
some languages are inert while others are "powerful" and "versatile" is to suggest 
that some speech communities are mentally inert while others are active and alert* 
This idea-of "the inertia of a language" is on all fours with the idea that certain 
ethnic groups are "incapable of rising above tribal forms of culture," 

When ?/e discuss language » we do not regard the orthography that happens to have 
been used in the writing of any particular language as part of that language, 
TT_. —^n.vphics is not the Egyptian language* The Roman alphabet is not Latin* Neither 
is io ._ -*• Afrikaans or English or French, even though it is employed in the 
writing of to^. -°̂ es» Pitman's shorthand is not the English language. It is 
therefore childish or v„̂  " ̂  to name "orthography or script", as one of the "causes" 
of delay in "language changes* _ "̂  ̂ ^isted thousands of years before the art 
of writing came into being* There are x-nuu.ô _ âges that have not yet been 
reduced to writing* To treat "orthograpiiy" or script" as one of the features of language 
&s fix fcict to say that those speech communities whose tongues have not yet been 
reduced to writing have no ^ n g m ^ . 

After enumerating the "causes!f of "conservatism", Rylate states that "these 
changes deepened and accelerated almost in geometric proportion as society developed 
from trabalism«-to'»feudalism-to--capitalism--tô socialism*" If, in making this assertion, 
Rylate attaches the same meaning to the term "language changes" as he did in the 
preceding paragraph, then this cassertion is most astounding* We have not heard that 
Chinese has ceased' to be an isolating, tone language since the triumph of the revolution, 
pr that Chiang Kai-Shek now needs an interpreter in order to understand it* We have 
not heard that Russian has undergone any notable stinietural changes since 19.17* In 
fact, the very Bodmer whom Rylate uses as M s major reference on language bemoans 
what he regards as the strnictural "backwardness" of Russian as a language (The Loom 
of Language, pp415-lo)# If Ryl-rfce is discussing staructural changes when he uses the 
term "language changes", there is not a particle of linguistic evidence to support 
this assertion* 

It is true that with the development of society, small contiguous speech communities 
come together to form larger communities. Then there are numerous possibilities* 
(1) If these communities speak mutually intelligible dialects, the dialect of the 

dominant group gains ascendancy over the others, although it never completely escapes 
their influence* 
(2) If the speech forms are not mutually intelligible, and the speech communities 

not equal in political, economic and intellectual prestige, the speech communities 
that are inferior in these respects voluntarily assimilate the culture and language 
of the superior group, especially if there is no feeling of unity among themselves. 
This happened to the Celtic peoples of Gaul at the time of the Roman conquest* In the 
same way many Khoisan-speaking peoples who inhabited the South-Eastern coast of Africa 
were absorbed by the dominant Xhosa-speaking group* Hence the presence of so many 
"click words" in the Xhosa language* 
(5) If the various communities are practically equal in political, economic and 

intellectual prestige, the languages usually live side by side, and the members of 
the respective speech communities tend to be billingual or even multi-lingual* This 
has happened in Canada, where English and Canadian French exist side by side with a 
fairly defined linguistic frontier: also in Switzerland, where French, German, Italian 
and Romanic enjoy equal status* In Belgium too Flemish and French exist side by side. 
It has happened in Bouth Africa too, wherever Nguni- and Sotho-speaking communities 
have come together on an equcol footing. In the districts of Aliwal North, HerscfaaL 
Mataticle and Mt. Flê ufiex- alnsast; c^^rj-^h^djr is hillir̂ gual̂  speaking both Xhosa and 
Sotho (which are not mutually intelligible at all) with almost equal facility. 
Similarly in the districts of Bethlehem, Harrismith, Lindley and Reitz, the Zulu— 
speaking and the Sotho-speaking are bilingual* Again, children brought up on the 
Rand speak Sotho and Xhosa or Zulu* 

(4) Political and economic power are not always decisive factors* A feeling of 
unity, the numbers and the will of a subordinate speech community, the distribution 
of the population, the levels of social contact, the means of communication may decide 
in favour of the subordinate speech community or communities. In England the Norman 
invaders found the people of England already united under one monarchy, and as their 
own culture was not really superior to that of the subject speech community, their 
language, Norman-French was eventually absorbed* 

(5) if, instead of natural social contact, members from various speech communities 
come together casually, eg. crusaders, traders, slaves, recruited labourers etc* then 
a compromise, superficial language is bcrn* The basic vocabulary of such a lingo 

always/ 
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always consists of simplified, words from one of the languages represented* With this 
as a basis, words are added, on from some of the otherwise mutually incomprehensible 
languages, and. in, this way the various representatives are able to talk about the 
barest necessities - those mainly concerned with the business that brings them togethei 
This is a lingua franca or pidgin language* It never advances beyond the most 
rudimentary stage, because it belongs to nobody. It is not natural, 

(6) If the people brought together as described in (5) above lose all touch with 
their respective speech communities and become a settled community, their descendants 
know no language besides this pidgin, and so it becomes their home language. Such 
a language is said to be croolised. An example is the creolised English spoken by 
the descendants of African slaves in Dutch Guiana, 

The analysis given above shows that the factors that decide the fate of a language 
are anything but linguistic. In other words, it is never the internal structure of a 
Language that determines whether or not it will survive contact with other languages. 

No language is incapable of expressing arything that has come into the consciousne 
of its speakers. That the internal structure of one language makes it possible to 
express in a certain way what some other* language expresses differently reveals neither 
superiority nor inferiority. The absence in Language A of a feature that is to be 
found in Language B, even if the two come from common stock, like English ô nd German, 
reveals nothing more than that in that one respect" the two languages are developing 
differently* English and Afrikaans employ no case-endings (except for the hin/hom 
etc, of the personal pronoun - o. mere vestige). Neither do they employ grammatical 
gender (except again for the vestigial she/sy of the pronouns), German retains both 
case-endings and grammatical gender. But this does not mean that German, is inferior 
to English and Afrikaans or vice versa. The internal structure of the Xhosa verb is 
such that Xhosa can very often express in a single word what English expresses in 
two or more words,e,g, lala (sleep), ulele (he is asleep), elele (he being asleep), 
eza kulala (he being about to sleep), lalisa (put to sleej:), waJLaliswa (he was put to 
sleep), eLalisiwe (he having been put to sleep), eza kulaliswa (he being about to be 
put to sleo"]p), ma kalaliswc (he had better be put to sleepTI But all that this reveals 
is that Xhosa. in this one respect is more economical than English* The resources of 
eavCh language are determined by its own internal structure. It was failure to grasp 
this principle that led some philologists to believe that "in the languages of savage 
peoples the vocabulary averages just about three hundred words,'1 Many of them still 
say that "in the Bantu languages, adjectives axe very few, and various devices have 
to be employed in order to make up for this deficiency," 

No one language can be held up as an example of'perfection or near-perfection'. 
Bocimer need not have apologised, as he does, for the structural "backwardness" of 
Russian, as against English (op, cit, pp 415 - 16). He may find that to Russian 
speakers those very features of English that he regards as instances of "progress" 
and "simplification" are perhaps the most puszling and illogical. As long as it has 
not been established that the normal Russian-speaking child taices longer to master 
his nothar-tongue than the normal. English-speaking child, we cannot accept the assertior. 
THAT Russian^ because of its'complicated morphological structure1, is more difficult 
to master than English, and theref ore J^bagWard" . 

Linguistics have been' so revolutionised that even the popular theory that language 
evolves from isolating-to-agglutinative-to-inflexional has had to be abandoned in the 
face of evidence. Even the divisions are not sO sharp. The idea that linguistic 
evolution is proportionate to cultural development is even more glaringly wrong. 
Chinese is as isolating as some West African languages, Turkish more agglutinative 
than Xhosa. Masai, Galla, and Khoi-khoin - spoken by pastoral peoples - are as 
inflexional as Greek and Latin. In fact, one of the most highly inflexional languages 
^nown to linguists is an Amerindian language called Takelma. As a great American 
student of culture and linguistics has said: n.,...,, all attempts to connect 
^articular typos of linguistic morphology with certain correlated stages of cultural 
Ldvelopment are vain..,.».» Both simple and complex types of language of an indefinite 
bmber of varieties may be found spoken at any desired level of cultural advance* When 
.t comes' to linguistic form, Plato walks with the Macedonian swineherd, Confucius with 
;he head-hunting savage ofAssamT" 

ooooooooooOoooooooooo 

n the next article we shall examine Ryla»tefs account of, and attitude to, certain 
.anguages of South Africa in the light of these principles. 
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SHADES OF MDUCI-RADIAUSM 

It is a simple matter to accept things in the abstract; to say, this is how one 
should act in such and such a situation* But wha-fc happens when one is confronted with 
such a living situation? Very often we find ourselves unable to apply the ideas we 
thought we believed in* They become nothing more than the words in which they were 
couched, cold, distant symbols seeming to have no relation to reality. 

This is what can happen at a time of crisis, a time of conflict heightened to an 
intense pitch; whatever is superficial, rootless and without foundation is torn away 
by the storm and only that which is basic remains• At such times we may be made to 
realise that we merely paid lip-service to those ideas we claimed to believe in, that 
our strengM and correctness had consisted in words and not in the daily texture of 
our living, that now those formulae, though known and understood, do not hasten to our 
aid but that it is our previously conditioned behaviour which dictates our actions* Or, 
never having really understood what we formerly professed we slip into speaking a ne^7 
language which mil justify our actions and make them seem right in our own eyes and in 
the eyes of others* 

In the Movement today we are living through such a testing time* It has been 
brought on by the violence of a deepening crisis in S*A. There has been a rain of 
laws, precipitating a series of crises calculated, among other things, to benumb and 
bemuse the people, and many, mainly among the intellectuals, have succumbed* It has 
become a common thing today to meet up with such punch drunk fighters who are today 
hitting at the Movement and maintaining all the time they' are fighting the eneny, 
refusing to submit to re-training. 

And we may now well ask, what has happened to' the brave words of yesteryear* Then 
people spoke of a unity based on common oppression giving rise to coipmon ideas and 
forged through common struggle* Today we here of a unity of colour, of a unity embra
cing diverging views and opinions* The sham of multi-racialism and funited frontism1, 
twin instru. ments of the Herrenvolk, has expressed itself w e n within the ranks of the 
N.EoU.M. at the very time when our Meas should stand out with crystal clarity* In 
their panic people are clutching at straws* Never having learht our ideas in practice> 
they now find themselves helplessly drifting and instead of admitting their errors, 
they throw overboard their belief in the efficacy of these ideas and blindly clutch at 
those of the Herrenvolk* But not only that: they also clamour that the Mvt. should 
accept this mirage as U2iity. Yes, unity is the thing Y/hich can save us* but what unity? 
And what did we mean when we spoke about the new road of the N.E.U.M. if we are now-
expected to believe that it really is that old blind-alley of compromise and adventurism? 

ADVOCATES OF THE UNITED PROM; For some considerable time there has been evinced a 
tendency to minimise the ideological conflicts within the movement* On closer examina-
tion it will be found that the very people responsible for these conflicts are the ones 
who hold up their hands in horror at the thought of opennpolemics or possible splits 
within the Movement, Others cringe when open ideological clashes occur* There must 
be unity at all costs, even at the expense of ideas* People, they say, whose ideas 
are attacked will be driven away and the Movement will be weakened* 

Flowing from this opportunistic attitude there has been an attack on the slogan^ 
rtWe fight ideas with ifleas1', and a demand for what is called "freedom of criticism1'• 
The slogan !!we fight ide:is with ideas" has its origin in the realisation that there 
can be only two sots of ideas within society, those representing the interests of the' 
oppressed and those representing the interests of the oppressor* Within our organisa
tions as well as without, we have to v/age ruthless battle against the ideas of the 
oppressor which mil be presented to us in many disguises, some difficult to detect* 
But ncNi this slogan is sneeringly referred to as "intellectual poltergeism" * The 
hatred of this slogan is not difficult to understand: it is not in the interests of 
those who believe in expedient united fronts to accept this thesis of 2 sets of ideas; 
they, in fact, propagate Meas foreign to the Mvt* and wish us to understand that the 
Mvt* can accommodate both these ideas and its own* Their purpose is to use the,Move
ment to put through not its own programme but another* 

Likewise, the demand for freedom of criticism, which exises when its exponents 
are • unable to stifle an exposure of their ideas, means the right to attack the 
programme and ideas of the Movement and the right of anti-Movement elements to wfreak 
havoc with our organisations* Our programme embodied the most fundamental demands of 
the people which could arise under conditions peculiar to the system of Herrenvolkism* 
We have no reason to believe that the system of Herrenvolkism has changed in any way* 

So what or who/.•. 
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So w&at or who has changed then? Fortunately, the stage cat which the demand for 
freedom of criticism arises is already the stage of retreat* 

The united front, as we have known it in South Africa, is a sham unity "based not 
on common principles and ideas, and common purpose in action, "but engineered by 
opportunists, who, cashing in on the militancy of the people,strive to use it to 
further their awn particular interests* The united front in which the people a.re not 
encouraged to he very conscious about their actions, is a happy hunting ground for 
such, opportunists* It is the tool of those people who. believe that history can be 
made by a handful of leaders comnajicLLgg an unthinking mass* But willy-nilly history 
has proved that, whether intentionally or not, such leaders calways end up by delivering 
the struggles of the people into the hands of the oppressor* Whatever idealistic 
constructions,' therefore,' the united frontists within the Mvt* attribute to their own 
a ctions,: we have no reason to trea t their united front differently to thos® who use 
it in order to coerce the Herrenvolk into a change of heart* We believe that real 
liberation will oxily be achieved by the conscious, independent action of the people 
themselves* 3?he idea of unity at all costs is indeed an offspring of the attitude that 
the Herrenvolk can be fobbed off with a facade of strength* 

THE SHAM OF MJLTI^R&OIALISM; In attacking the colour bar we demand a society of equality 
in which skin colour will not determine the job a man ho Ids, the wage he earns, where 
he lives, what places he may enter and not enter, etc. That is to say, we think in 
terms of a society in which people will just be regarded as human beings having common 
needs and aspirations. Tlds is in direct opposition to the Herrenvolk idea, of a multi
racial society, touted by the U.P*. and especially its Liberal wing* The idea of multi-
racialism can only arise with people who see society as consisting of different ,!racial 
groups" - African, Coloured, etc. - and, in turn, we can only see society in this way 
while we visualise differences in the social, political and economic conditions of these 
different groups. Under equality the que stion of the race or colour of a person could 
not arise j he would be judged solely accord:!ng to his merits and contribute to a 
common culture; the artificially fostered tribal and race cultures of today would dis
appear. Our contention is, therefore, tha t only people who think in terms of skin 
colour and race could speak about multi-racialism. 

This very attitude, but very cleverly disguised, has been expressed within 
organisations of the N.E.U.M. It is expressed by people who define unity as consisting 
in a collection of people of different colours. The confusion they sow on this 
question in other ways also flows from the.ir refusad. to see that unity means people up
holding a common set of ideas, a common policy and programme, and not simply a collec
tion of people or a collection of Africans, Coloureds and Indians* They pose the 
question of unity in this way: without Coloureds, Africans and Idians belonging to 
the same organisation, there is no real unity* ( It is not my intention to deal with 
the attack on the federal structure implicit in these words, which I hope will be 
ta ken up in the magazine.) This interpretation of unity, innocent on the surface, 
was once put in the following manner by its initiator: You cannot, like the philosopher, 
Descartes, who maintained that the body and the soul exist independently of each other, 
separate ideas from the people who hold them* The conclusion strangely arrived at by 
him is that therefore ideals of unity can only be held by people on condition that they 
are all congregated within a single organisation, and .he attacks those who organise 
Africans in African organisations, Coloureds in Coloured organisations, etc* They, he 
seiys, are like Verwoerd, who want the people to pray to the same god in different 
churches (the implication of that being that you can only pray to God in the same church, 
and if not, well, throw your religion overboard* "Verwoerd1 s a.ttack, we know was not on 
religion as such,' though it had that effect, but on the principle of equality*) He 
goes on to say: you cannot have ideas of unity floating in the air but they can only 
exist concretely in a. common organisation - this, I believe is caJJLed the organised ideal 

The other side of this type of racialism is an abject fear of the use of the words 
African, Coloured,etc* Its chief exponent has proclaimed: !I tell you there is no 
such tiling as an African, or a Coloured or aji Indian; tgere are only people; the A.A.C. 
is not there to organise the Africans, the Anti-O.A.D. is not there to organise 
Coloureds, but the A.A.C. has to bring the Africans into the N.E.U.M. and the ̂ nti-C.A.D. 
lias to bring the Coloured into the N.E.U.M. f What sort of a contradiction is this? 
Agreed the A.A.C. has to bring the Africans into the N.E.U.M. - we all know that - but 
how is it to do this without organising theft? Secondly we know that people regardless 
of their skin colour, etc*,: have the same desires, capabilities and so on, but why run 
a way froki the facts of the society we live in? There were physical, cultural and 
ancestral differences among the people which the Herrenvolk seized on and made use of 
and as a result of that these differences still exist today, whether we approve of 
them or not* 

In the/ 
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In the N.E.U.M. we have never been apologetic about the use of the words 
African, Coloured and Indian, nor about our adoption of the Federal Structure* We 
a re not responsible fox* the conditions separating the people into different localities 
and categories and dividing them among themselves. In recognising that these 
differences, real or imaginary, do exist, however, we have also recognised that the 
increasing impact of oppression will weld the people together and the form of organisa
tion of the N.E.U.M. has the mobility to accommodate this process. 

But, not to digress from the main argument, the idea of a unity of colour is in 
no wa y different from the multi-racialism of the Liberals. Both are, in essence, 
racial!stic, Herremvolk ideas. We regard them with especial horror because they come 
not from immature and understandably confused people, but from seasoned-politicians 
w ho foist them onto young people who have not yet learnt to discriminate* 

00000000O00000000 

Editorial (continued): 

This is the ultimate excrescence obtained from the !maximum programme1, a 
programme which refuses to recognise the divisions created among the people by 
colour discrimination, but nevertheless becomes the most active and virulant agent 
of racialism. When once allowed to gain a position in our organisations, it can 
wreak!': untold havoc by dostroying the basis of the principled unity which alone can 
emancipate the Non-European worker, peasant, merchant, professional man and woman, 
from their5 thraldom. 

We have thought it fitting to devote this issue to discussion 

^n various fallacious ideas which are a prominent feature in 

parts of our organisation today, and have their links with a 

trend in the movement itself. Puller discussion of this 

trend, its implications and significance,would be welcome. 

Needless to say, discussion from the holders of the ideas we 

oppose is not excluded. A coherent exposition of their 

views is still awaited from them. 


